LEARNING LOCKER DATA CLOUD

A FULL PACKAGE OF SOFTWARE AND SERVICES FOR LEARNING LOCKER LRS
What is it?

A dedicated instance of the world’s most installed learning record store.
Right-sized for your needs and supported by expert services, Learning Locker Data Cloud offers the infrastructure for
implementing enterprise data architecture at scale.

Why do I need it?

An LRS allows you to combine and standardise multiple
sources of data using the xAPI standard. You may
have multiple sources of learning data (learning platform
data, content data, survey data) you want to combine,
or you may want to use the data in more flexible ways
than standard platform reporting would allow.
Learning Locker can also be a trusted data provider for
your BI tools, embedding learning reporting within the
wider organisation.

What does it include?
•

Our LRS Service is designed to provide you with an
individual LRS instance, sized appropriately for your
data processing requirements.

•

A Hypercare implementation phase to ensure your
organisation is fully equipped to get up and running
with the LRS.

•

Ongoing support from our award-winning Customer
Success team.

Learning Locker is the world’s most installed LRS.

Getting the most from your data

Describe

Predict

Analyse

Prescribe

The LRS sits outside of any single learning service in
an ecosystem. You can use this capability to describe
your learning data in clear, shareable, real-time reports,
tables and visualisations.
The data we aggregate through Learning Locker can
power the predictive capabilities seen in recommendation
and adaptive learning engines - like our own Waves
campaign tool and Social Intelligence Dashboard within
Stream LXP.

We help you to structure interventions around good
data and then give you the tools to run analysis exercises
back against the data gathered.

Our exclusive campaign and automation tool, Waves,
is powered by our aggregated data in the LRS.
You can use Waves to create learning campaigns
- proactive interventions that take learners down
different pathways as we adapt to their engagement
and performance.

Why Learning Pool?

Learning Locker is the world’s most installed Learning Record Store. We’ve helped hundreds of clients manage their data
and prove the ROI of learning.
Our ability to scale, aggregate and integrate - and even provide an on-premise installation - sets Learning Locker apart
from the competition.
We have a proven track record in making learning data a core component in our clients’ wider ecosystems - often
powering BI tools as well as providing native insights.

You can find all our technical information at
learningpool.com/learning-locker

